Company Name:

AllSeal Cleaning Services Limited

Primary Trade:

Cleaning Services

Distance from you:

0.00Miles

Contact Name:

Mark Cassidy

Full Address:

24 Picton House
Hussar Court
Westside View
Waterlooville
Hampshire

Postcode:

PO7 7SQ

Contact Telephone:

0800 689 9127

Contact Email:

info@all-seal.co.uk

Contact Fax:

Company Website:

http://www.all-seal.co.uk

Company Number:

09445911

Contact Mobile:

07766 904964

Comments:
Services Provided:
Cleaning - Carpets/Upholstery
Cleaning - Ovens
Cleaning - Windows
Cleaning Services
Driveways / Tarmac / Paving
Driveways/Paving - Cleaning/Sealing
Property Maintenance & Repair Services
Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

54

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
22-May-2019

Excellent

26-Mar-2019

What a great company to deal with, very friendly and
professional. Mark was the one who come around and
cleaned my block work in my garden. He was very
clean and tidy and put all of my garden furniture back
to its normal place. I was quite taken back on the value
I got for my money was expecting it to be top heavy.
My blocks have been brought up looking like new which
I was not expecting that. I will be using this business
for all of my cleaning requirements. This business
deserves the 5 start rating that I have given it. TOP
COMPANY thanks again Mark.

24-Mar-2019

Colin provided excellent correspdonce in organising for
our block paving driveway to be cleaned, weed killed,
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treated and re-sealed while we were on holiday. We
returned to a fantastic completed job. They had said
that it would look as good as new and they weren't
lying!! The finished cleaned result was incredible - no
weeds in sight and looked amazing. Would definitely
recommend this company for customer service, job
satisfaction and value for money. Thank you for such a
fantastic job!
22-Mar-2019

All external render, fascias & windows cleaned with
very good results. Paid exactly as quoted. Very
friendly, attentive & professional service. Would
recommend.

22-Mar-2019

I had a very large area of brick patios and paths
cleaned with a superheated water system. The paths
looked like new and there was no damage to the paths,
all at a competitive cost.

21-Feb-2019

Cleaning of K Rend and guttering. Completed efficiently
and effectively. Very pleased with the result. Most
friendly and efficient, will definitely use again.

27-Nov-2018

Excellent job. Friendly service, patio as new!

13-Nov-2018

Rear Patio and Side Footpath cleaned at property we
rent. Considering neither had not been cleaned in
years, if ever, the end result was quite impressive.
Whole process took approximately an hour and twenty
minutes. Cost Â£145. Without any other quotes
uncertain whether or not pricing is competitive. I
phoned Allseal as the email i received was regarding
cleaning our Front Driveway. Which was incorrect.
Although i did book it online and may have mistakenly
selected the wrong option. I informed Mark that it was
our rear Patio that required cleaning. Our appointment
was for 011.00hrs. Mark informed me he was on his
way to us if that was okay. He arrived at 010.00hrs. It
wasn't really convenient but i accommodated him.
Mark was professional and courteous. Quoted for
Footpath and cleaned

09-Oct-2018

The patio was really infested with lichen/algae
embedding itself into the slabs. Allseal treatment made
it look as good as new. I'm surprised every time I see
it. One problem is that some small plants suffered from
the spray, if we had been warned we might have been
able to protect them.

29-Aug-2018

The initial part of the work (patio cleaning) was
completed well, but despite regular emailing since may
2018, we have yet to to have had the rest of the job
done. Several reasons were initially given as to why the
job was not completed (bad weather, staff sickness,
staff holidays etc) but we are still waiting to have the
grouting finished and the patio sealed. The company is
now not responding to our emails and has left us in the
lurch so we are left with no other options but to leave
this review. Response from business: This patio was
initially cleaned, however, the rain came so grouting
could not be carried out on the same day. The
customer then emailed to say how delighted she was
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with the result. As month end was approaching, we
asked for part payment of the work completed to date,
which is stated in our terms and conditions, whilst
waiting for another slot to complete the grouting and
sealing. Contrary to the customers comments, the
grouting was completed as soon as it could be fitted
into the diary, juggling weather conditions, one staff
member sick, and of course other customers already
booked in. We then received a series of emails from
the customer stating they had paid for the work, but
that we were yet to complete it, which was absolutely
not the case. The only payment taken was for work
completed. In fact, payment was still outstanding for
the grouting. After further emails were received from
the customer implying we were not acting
professionally, and threatening to take matters
further, we explained we dont tolerate this kind of
behaviour and that now there was bad feeling that we
would not be carrying out the sealing of the patio, but
payment for the grouting was still required, and to date
remains unpaid.
09-Jul-2018

Complete professionalism from start to finish. Excellent
workmanship. My Block Pave drive looks brand new.

05-Jul-2018

Excellent

05-Jul-2018

Excellent

22-Jun-2018

1st Class as always, highly recommended.

27-Oct-2017

Excellent service, very pleased with the nice, clean
carpets. Very good customer service and very friendly
:)

18-Oct-2017

Very good

21-Aug-2017

Amazing 1st class service provided by Mark. My
carpets and gutters have come up like brand new! Very
professional with a happy smiling service.

24-Jul-2017

Mark was easy to communicate with both on the phone
and in person. He did a fabulous job of cleaning the
dirty grey paving bringing back the pale yellow york
stones looking as new. And explaining how the
cleaning works. My Mum said it looked lovely and was
very pleased. I would certainly use Allseal again. Highly
recommend A*

09-Jun-2017

Mark was his usual prompt, efficient, friendly self. Got
on with the job and finished it to a high standard.

06-Jun-2017

Very good, prompt, nice.

16-May-2017

Cleaning patio, paths, conservatory & some windows.

20-Jan-2017

First Class.Arrived on time-did an excellent job.Very
friendly.Left everything clean and tidy.Really pleased
with the job Mark done.Would be happy to recommend
him.Also very good value

29-Nov-2016

Man was very efficient, friendly and the work was done
within 2 hours.

15-Sep-2016

Excellent job.

13-Sep-2016

Mark did a great job cleaning and sealing our patio- it
looks as good as new! He offered a very reasonable
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price, and was corteous throughout, keeping us well
informed of the process. Would highly recommend.
09-May-2016

Excellent level of customer service and Mark cleaned
our patio so well it now looks brand new.

26-Feb-2016

Have recommended and now customers.

19-Feb-2016
03-Nov-2015

Excellent service as usual.

28-Aug-2015

Excellent in all aspects hence my top rating for all
aspects of work completed.

20-Jul-2015

Very efficient at every stage, quote and completion of
work, a great job, well done.

07-Jul-2015

Absolutely excellent service from first contact to finish.
Our drive looks like new and it is over 10 years old,
fabulous job

01-Jul-2015

1st Class work done - used several times. No
complaints and highly recommended

01-Jul-2015

Excellent service. Prompt, courteous. Great job, happy
with final outcome, looks like new.

12-Jun-2015
03-Jun-2015

Always know when he is coming. Good job done and
good price.

26-Feb-2015

Very professional. 1st class service. Great
communication informing me when coming. Have
recommended to others.

20-Jan-2015

Excellent, professional service.

08-Jan-2015

He is a perfectionist in all he does - job well done

08-Jan-2015

Good service, will use again.

08-Jan-2015

Mark cleaned our badly pitted patio. The stones look
brand new. We cannot praise his workmanship enough
and would recommend him to deal with any patio work
or cleaning in general.

08-Jan-2015
07-Jan-2015

An excellent service, everything explained thoroughly
and we were very pleased with the end product.

07-Jan-2015
07-Jan-2015

We received an efficient and high standard of service.
Mark was very polite and gave useful advice for future
work required.

06-Jan-2015

Good quality work. Highly recommend. Exceeded all
expectations.

06-Jan-2015
06-Jan-2015

Great service, friendly and reliable.

05-Jan-2015

Very helpful. Mark very friendly and obliging. I cannot
fault the service. Communication excellent. I am
confident to use the service.

05-Jan-2015

Replaced broken patio stones, re-laid path, cleaned
patio, paths and low wall. Overall good job. Weather
caused delays and there were problems finding
matching patio slabs (30 years on) but happy with the
final result.

05-Jan-2015

Carpet cleaning- Always use this company as reliable,
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prompt, clean and tidy.
23-Oct-2014
23-Oct-2014
22-Oct-2014
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